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Review of Debbie Bulford Textures 
 
Our very own Debbie Bulford has relaunched her web site http://www.debbiebulforddesigns.co.uk/ amongst 
the familiar display stands, mdf and acrylic shapes are a whole new range of texture sheets and stencils. 
Debbie very kindly sent me her rubber texture sheets to test out. 
 
The textures are a thick grey rubber material, similar in size and feel to the ones by Lisa Pavelka or Christi 
Freisen. They are priced between £6.50 and £12 (for the 5 strips) which I think you will agree is really 
affordable? The textures have varying degrees of depth to them so that they can be used on polymer or 
metal clays, the ones with finer texture being more suited to metal clays. 
 
As they were new textures, I added a release medium to the surface. I prefer to use corn starch. I have a 
little pouch of cornflour that I ‘pounce’ over the texture to give it a light dusting of corn starch before making 
impressions. 
I used a selection of clays, Premo white, various colours of Cernit and some Kato. All took the impressions 
nicely. For those of you who are familiar with Kato, know how firm it is so you have to work harder, applying 
more pressure to get a good impression. If you have arthritis in your hands like me try putting your Kato on a 
tile on the floor, lay the texture sheet on the clay, cover with a sheet of acrylic and stand on the acrylic sheet 
applying firm even pressure. 
 
So, I got to ‘playing’: - 
 

 
My first one was Springtime. This texture is a very lightly etched with a design of 
multiple flowers of various shapes and sizes. I was concerned that it was too lightly 
textured to produce a good indentation. I tried it out by imprinting it onto white 
Premo clay, using my thumbs pressing on top a texture. It produced a light texture 
which, in this case, lent itself to being coloured with liquid acrylics prior to curing. It 
was a simple as drawing by numbers! 
I made this into a simple heart brooch but sorry, I forgot to photograph the after 
picture before I posted the heart to a friend (oops)  
 

My second play day I used the High Five Strips, the Magic Capet and the Egyptian scrolls. These are all much 
more deeply textured giving good deep indentations which would make them good for mokume gane, 
micashift, or Sutton slice techniques.  
I had seen a recent tutorial by Sonya Girodon using textures and I felt these textures would lend themselves 
to nicely to this technique. Here is a link to the Hakuna Matara tutorial. 
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.3077963382222416&type=3 
 
Here are my results: - 
 
Bubble (High Five Strips)     Rainbow (High Five Strips) 

http://www.debbiebulforddesigns.co.uk/
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.3077963382222416&type=3
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Web of Pearls (High Five Strips)      Magic Carpet  

 
 
 
 
 
Magic Carpet 2       Egyptian Scrolls  
 

 
 
 
Egyptian scrolls 2  
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My third play day 
I wanted to see how the textures did with Mica Shift. For this I used Cernit Metallic Rust as the Cernit 
Metallics lend themselves beautifully to Micashift. 
If you have not tried Mica Shift before here is a link to get you started. https://youtu.be/Mp0gCvlwGRs 
 
 
 
Ribbons      Patchwork 
Love the shadow effect with this one.   Even the fine cross hatched work transfers well. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Ripples (High Five textures) 
Even on this fine texture I was able to get a good micashift pattern. Here the clay was rolled out to a number 
#3 on my Atlas machine. I then rolled the clay and the texture through the pasta machine of its thickest 
setting.  

 
 
 
Conclusion 
The large texture sheets are really well cut, durable and easy to clean. The thinner strips are also really well 
cut and durable. I found these slightly harder to clean but they have been due to the softness of the clay 
used on them. But as I said earlier these would be more suitable for metal clays. 
 
If you love textures and want very affordable textures, then you will enjoy using these. For me I loved the 
High Five strips as these appeal to me the most and I will be using then again. I like texture where the 
pattern is closer together and it would be lovely to see Debbie develop her range further with reverse 
images and closer patterned textures.  

https://youtu.be/Mp0gCvlwGRs

